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Submitted by Chief Editor on Feb 25th 2019
I had an approved i140 from employer A for over a year. And my wife has her H4 and EAD
approved recently (employer A). In between, I switched to a new employer B and they have
filed her H4 and EAD together with my H1b application. Currently her H4 & EAD is pending
from employer B, but my H1b from employer B is approved. my i140 with employer B is not
started yet but previous employer i140 was approved for more than 180 days. In this scneario,
can the H4EAD approved with my previous employer A's i140 can still be used/valid?
ANSWER:

Listen to the Audio on this FAQ: [2]
Is H-4 EAD tied to an employer of H-1 holder or to an I-140? [2]
Video Transcript
An H-4 EAD is neither tied to a particular employer nor to a revoked I-140, if the I-140 stayed
approved for 180 days and any one of those 180 days fell on January 17, 2017. More... [2]

Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
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Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
Unless the context shows otherwise, all answers here were provided by Rajiv [7]
and were compiled and reported by our editorial team from comments and blog on
immigration.com [8]
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